
DEAR FOUNDERS:
LET'S TALK ABOUT SIDE-HUSTLES,  FREELANCING, &

PART-TIME JOBS

Of the many lessons I’ve learned along my entrepreneurial journey, most of them have had
something to do with money. Whether it was figuring out my cash flow or underestimating my
costs and expenses, the lessons that have stuck with me the most have been financial ones. 

But one of the biggest is something that’s more personal. Something that a lot of new
founders struggle with: Making the decision to bring in outside income while building my
business.  

There’s so much wrapped up in this decision. Entrepreneur culture celebrates the risk-takers
who quit their jobs and launch their startups. Investors push the idea that if you’re still
working a job, you’re not serious about your business. As a founder, it’s easy to internalize all
of this and feel like doing anything other than building your company means you’ve failed. 



The reality is much different. For many founders, taking on a part-time job, freelancing, or even
returning to full-time employment is the best thing you can do for your business. 

Facing the truth
When I started my education company, I decided to “take the leap”. I finished up the last of my
client projects and dedicated 100% of my time and energy to building my business. The first
year was more successful than I could have ever imagined. But it wasn’t long before the
financial pressure arrived. 

I found myself constantly worried about money. Not only was I stressed over business finances,
I now had personal financial stress too. Without additional income, I was completely dependent
on my business, which was slowing our growth. And while, initially, I invested my own money to
launch my company, that no longer was an option. I knew if there was any chance for us to
survive, I needed to get back to work. 

Breaking through the stigma
Deciding to freelance while building my business came down to two things. First I needed to
figure out how to manage my time, but most importantly, I needed to confront my own
mindset and beliefs. 

While I knew that deciding to freelance was the best decision for my mental health and the
health of my business, I was also terrified of looking like I failed. I wondered what people would
think when they knew I was taking on clients again. I wondered how my mentors and advisors
would feel about my decision. Would I look flaky or would they still take me seriously? And what
would this mean for the future?

There are a lot of negative opinions about founders who side-hustle, freelance, or are building
with a day job. A common belief that if we’re not ONLY working on our businesses then we’re
not “real” entrepreneurs or our companies won’t be successful. 

The truth is, the hallmark of a successful entrepreneur is doing what you need to do to ensure
your business survives and thrives. For me, that was freelancing so I could have a steady
income and be able to invest in my business when I needed to. And I’m just one of many. 

Plenty of successful entrepreneurs have taken on additional work while building their
companies. Cobble’s own founder freelanced photography services while building her first SaaS
startup to exit. Not to mention the Cobble team is full of founders or former founders too! And
many of the companies you know and love -- Spanx, Nike, Salesforce, Apple, Warby Parker --
were all started by entrepreneurs that stayed at their day jobs for months and sometimes
years!

The benefits of additional income
Stigmas and side-hustle success stories aside, taking on a part-time job, freelancing, or even
returning to full-time employment can be extremely beneficial for you and your company.



Don’t feel pressured to quit your job. If you have a full-time job and you’re thinking about
starting a business, don’t feel pressured to quit. There’s nothing wrong with keeping your
income while you build to provide for your family, fund your business, or simply give
yourself more time. 
Monetize your skills. If you’re a founder and getting a job feels like too big of a jump, try
monetizing your skills. Freelancing and consulting are great ways to do this, but you can
also get creative and think outside the box. Maybe there’s something related to your
company that you could teach or another offer you could provide that could provide some
extra income. 
Do work that aligns with your company. Or don’t! As a founder of an education company,
I’ve found that it’s a lot easier mentally if I work in spaces where I can share my expertise in
education or as an entrepreneur. But it’s also totally okay if you’d rather do something
completely unrelated and less consuming. Do what works for you. 
Connect with organizations that specialize in finding founders' work. While the stigma
against founders with jobs is loud, there are many people who are vocal and understand
the need to earn outside income. Hirerunner is a business that connects
flexible/fractional/temp operations talent with inclusive companies. It’s particularly helpful
for founders looking for an additional income stream. There’s also Founderly which
provides a similar service. 
Join founder communities. You’re not alone. There are so many of us building great
companies while trying to support ourselves. Joining a community like Cobble’s Slack
community is a great way to connect with other founders, get advice and support, and find
other founders who are hiring talent. 

Research has shown that founders experience mental health challenges at a higher rate than
others. Financial stress is just one of many factors that contribute to those challenges.
Freelancing helped relieve a lot of the anxiety I had around money which was essential for my
mental health. 

The stability a steady income can provide can also help with the health of your business.
Whether you recognize it or not, when you’re in a constant state of worry and stress, it’s difficult
to make the best decisions. Instead of being strategic and thinking long-term, financial stress
can cause you to make decisions out of desperation -- which is never good for business. 

And maybe one of the biggest benefits of finding additional sources of income is the ability to
seed your startup. With many founders boxed out of traditional financing opportunities, a job
can be the funding that you need to get your business off the ground and keep it going. 

Resources and tips for founders
If you’re thinking about taking on a part-time job, freelancing, or returning to full-time work
while you build, there are a ton of options and paths you can take. Here are a few things that
I’ve found helpful: 

Are you a founder who has taken on a job, freelance work, or returned to full-time employment? We’d
love to hear from you! 

https://www.hirerunner.co/
https://founderly.com/gigs

